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C A R D A N O

PURPOSE

A third-generation Proof-of-Stake, peer-reviewed, sustainable, verifiable, decentralized 

application (DApp) development platform with a multi-asset blockchain.

GENERAL INFO 

Creators Charles Hoskinson, Jerry Wood

Launch
Genesis block was on Saturday, 
September 23rd, 2017, 21:44:51 GMT

Consensus Proof-of-Stake (Ouroborous Proas) 

Asset ADA

Max Supply 45 Billion

Smallest Unit  1 ADA = 1 000 000 Lovelaces

Genesis Mine 33.82 Billion

Core Contributors Cardano Foundation, IOHK, Emergo 

Language Haskell (56%), TeX (27%), other (17%)

QUICK STATS 

Market Cap 27.91bn

Circulating Supply 33.8bn

1 year active supply 25.25bn

Annual inflation 1.70%

Median Transaction Value (USD/day) $88 (-65% YTD)

Daily Active Staking Wallet 18.7k (-53% YTD)

New accounts (No./day) 32.25k (-61% YTD)

Active addresses 83k (-47% YTD)

Active address 68.85k

*Since November 2018, as of May 2022 
Source: ADA/USD, Compass Financial 
Technologies. The figures shown relate 
to past performance. Past performance 
is not a reliable indicator of future 
results and should not be a sole factor of 
consideration when selecting a product. 
Transaction costs, fees and expenses 
not included. Figures do not include any 
Staking Rewards. 
 

THE SYSTEM

Currency

Smart Contracts

THE ASSET

Staking

Network fees

(Governance)

PRICE ACTION

Since launch    2825%   

2019       -21%

2020      441%

2021     658%

Feb YTD -24%

March YTD -32%

April YTD -13%

Source: Cardano, GitHub, IOHK, Blockfrost, CoinMarketCap, CoinShares 
 

Source: Messari, CardanoScan, Blockfrost as of 05/05/2022, CoinMetrics 
as of 24/04/2022,   
 

Source: Cardano, CoinShares 

Source: Cardano, CoinShares 

https://coinshares.com/
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CARDANO GENESIS FUNDING ROUNDS

11/2015

3%

09/2016

18%
09/2016

25%

Total Funding = $79.19m

04/2016

21%

02/2017

33%

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This report simplifies and clarifies what Cardano is and what it does; the problem Cardano tries to 

solve and its development since its launch; its strengths and weaknesses, and opportunities and 

threats. Furthermore, it covers the people behind the protocol, the core components, and how the 

network runs.

Cardano was born out of frustration with prior experiences and protocols and curated by a large 

and continuously growing team of academics. Cardano is essentially a Proof-of-Stake, peer-to-

peer transaction network with functionality from smart contracts. Still in beta, Cardano has a very 

divisive community as it has taken a very different approach to development. Concerns about 

decentralisation, security, and adoption are slowly being put by the way-side as the development 

team executes its  roadmap. 

Other than focusing on sustainability, scalability, and transparency, Cardano has three main 

characteristics:

1. using the programming language Haskell at the core of the protocol, 

2. being commercially focused as a metadata-available blockchain, 

3. separating the settlement and computation layer for reduced complexity and congestion, and 

increasing scalability and adoption. Although a major weakness is the governance process, 

there have been projects and developments to increase the sustainability of a community-led 

voting process and treasury.

Cardano views Africa as a huge opportunity because of the number of unbanked and excluded 

people from the international financial system. Cardano’s metadata stored on the blockchain is the 

ultimate form of intellectual property and digital identity which can travel whenever and wherever 

the account holder goes in a secure, decentralised, and incorruptible fashion. One of Cardano’s 

largest barriers to success is the Bitcoin base layer and Lightning Network - especially in Africa, one 

of Cardano’s target regions - which is arguably more decentralised and secure than Cardano. 

Source: Messari, CoinShares, data available as of close 04 May 2022

https://coinshares.com/
https://roadmap.cardano.org/en/
https://developers.cardano.org/docs/transaction-metadata/retrieving-metadata/
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PURPOSE, MOTIVATION AND SOLUTION

Charles Hoskinson had the idea of building the ‘Japanese Ethereum’ in 2015 from which 

this idea came to fruition, with the first version being released in September 2017. 

Hoskinson and his Co-Founder, Jeremy Wood, set out to build a collection of design 

principles and engineering best practices using an all-star team of academics and research 

fellows. 

Hoskinson and his team found there was very little layering in the design of previous 

blockchains. Cardano claims this adds unnecessary complexity, such as in the case of 

Ethereum, and believes that not everything needs to be recorded on the blockchain and 

based around a single notion of consensus. 

Another one of Cardano’s selling points stems from the fact that it has been built by a 

team of academics with deep cryptographic research claiming other blockchains have 

little appreciation for important prior publications. As of writing, Input Output Hong Kong, 

a company set up by Charles Hoskinson, has a library of 135 research publications from 

internal colleagues.

Cardano also criticises that most coins do not have a path for future updates. 

Blockchains that cannot overcome the energy, cost, and community consensus to update 

the protocol often end up with separate communities. This is clear with Bitcoin, Bitcoin 

Cash, Bitcoin Satoshi’s Vision (Bitcoin SV), and others, and, also evident in the Ethereum 

community with forks such as Ethereum Classic. Fragmentation leads to broken network 

effects and value accrual. An efficient process through which social consensus can form 

around a vision for evolving the underlying protocol is essential.

Last, Cardano emphasises the transferability of metadata (information) in transactions. 

They believe current legacy financial institutions and systems and successful blockchains 

have discarded the need for identities in regulation, compliance, reporting, and commercial 

transactions, let alone use cases for everyday people.

PEOPLE

Source: https://cardanoupdates.com/reports/2022-03-21

https://coinshares.com/
https://docs.cardano.org/explore-cardano/cardano-architecture/overview
https://why.cardano.org/en/introduction/motivation/#:~:text=Building%20in%20the%20ability%20to,reasonable%20and%20secure%20user%20experience
https://iohk.io/en/research/library/
https://why.cardano.org/en/introduction/motivation/#:~:text=Building%20in%20the%20ability%20to,reasonable%20and%20secure%20user%20experience
https://why.cardano.org/en/introduction/motivation/#:~:text=Building%20in%20the%20ability%20to,reasonable%20and%20secure%20user%20experience
https://cardanoupdates.com/reports/2022-03-21
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Core People

Founder of Ethereum, Founder of Cardano, CEO, and Founder of Input 

Output Hong Kong (IOHK). Charles Hoskinson was also the founding 

Chairman of the Bitcoin Foundation’s education committee and 

established the Cryptocurrency Research Group in 2013.

Jeremy Wood was the founding member of the Kansai Bitcoin 

Meet-up in Japan, in 2013. He then joined Ethereum at the end of 

2013, managing operations, and eventually started IOHK with Charles 

Hoskinson in 2015, eventually stepping down from his role as chief 

strategy officer in 2020.

Bernardo David is a key contributor to Ouroborous and an Associate 

Professor at the IT University of Copenhagen (ITU) and a member 

of the Center for Information Security and Trust. From 2017 to 

2018 Bernado was an Assistant Professor at the Tokyo Institute of 

Technology. He also holds a Ph.D. in Computer Science from Aarhus 

University and is a long-term visitor at the NTT Secure Platform 

Laboratories and at the Bar Ilan University Cryptography Group. He 

also consults on industry projects, currently serving as Scientific 

Advisor to Concordium.

Alexander Russell is also another core contributor to IOHK and 

Ouroborous. He is a Professor of Computer Science and Mathematics 

at the University of Connecticut. He holds a B.A. from Cornell 

University and both an M.S. and a Ph.D. from the Massachusetts 

Institute of Technology. Alexander’s research focuses on a wide 

variety of topics in theoretical computer science, including quantum 

computing, cryptography, design, and analysis of algorithms, and 

distributed computing. He is also interested in harmonic analysis, and 

its relationship to combinatorics, computing, and quantum mechanics.

Aggelos Kiayias is the Chief Scientist at IOHK. He is also the director 

of the Blockchain Technology Laboratory at the University of 

Edinburgh, as well as a member of its Laboratory for Foundations of 

Computer Science. Kiayias has worked in a number of cryptographic 

areas: 1) he investigated and designed algorithms in the area of 

cryptocurrency developing the Cardano (cryptocurrency platform) 

and the Ouroboros (protocol) for the proof of stake mechanism. In 

addition, he has worked on topics such as group signatures, traitor 

tracing, anonymity, and key generation. He has also worked on 

cryptographic voting systems.

Peter Gaži has been a Research Fellow at IOHK since 2017 and did 

his master’s studies in computer science at Comenius University 

in Bratislava, and obtained his Ph.D. in cryptography from ETH 

Zurich under the supervision of Ueli Maurer. Later he worked as 

a postdoctoral researcher in the cryptography research group of 

Krzysztof Pietrzak at the Institute of Science and Technology in 

Austria. 

https://coinshares.com/
https://iohk.io/en/team/charles-hoskinson
https://iohk.io/en/team/jeremy-wood
https://www.bmdavid.com/
https://russell.engr.uconn.edu//
https://iohk.io/en/team/aggelos-kiayias
https://iohk.io/en/team/peter-gazi
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Core Teams

IOHK develops the technology, the Cardano Foundation is responsible for supervising the 

development and promoting Cardano, while Emurgo drives commercial adoption.

IOHK, founded by Charles Hoskinson and Jeremy Wood, is contracted to design, build, and 

maintain the Cardano platform. Over 400 people across over 50 countries collectively committed 

to innovation through delivering the highest standards in software engineering based on rigorous 

peer-to-peer reviewed science. Focused on promoting the academic study of blockchain, IOHK is 

supported by a team of educators, academic partners, and specially developed courses.

Cardano Foundation is an independent standards body that oversees and supervises the 

advancement of Cardano and the Cardano ecosystem. As the legal custodian of the protocol 

and the owner of the Cardano brand, the Foundation works to drive adoption and partnerships, 

grow the Cardano community globally, shape legislation and commercial standards, and ensure 

stakeholder accountability at every level.

Finally, Emurgo - a founding member of the Cardano protocol - develops, supports, and incubates 

commercial opportunities and helps integrate businesses into our blockchain system. Essentially 

the for-profit arm of Cardano, with offices and live projects across Singapore, Japan, the USA, 

India, and Indonesia, EMURGO has extensive expertise in blockchain R&D, plus a global network 

of related blockchain and industry partners. EMURGO is geared to support high-impact ideas with 

the potential to bring positive change across a range of sectors, especially financial services, supply 

chains, retail, healthcare, the public sector, and IoT. As a complete blockchain solutions provider 

EMURGO is dedicated to facilitating blockchain education – offering courses and expertise to 

universities, professionals, enterprises, and blockchain beginners.

https://coinshares.com/
https://roadmap.cardano.org/en/
https://cardano.org/partners/?tab=iohk#partners-section
https://cardano.org/partners/?tab=cardano-foundation#partners-section
https://cardano.org/partners/?tab=emurgo#partners-section
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Development

Over 23,430 total GitHub code commits (suggested improvements by others) show Cardano’s 

development since inception. As part of Cardano’s roadmap, five sequential development ‘eras’ are 

in motion - some have been completed, others have not. 

Byron - the first completed phase of the road map - provides the foundation for the protocol. 

This iteration focused on 1) security (Ouroborous Sybil resistance mechanism to resist 

attacks); 2) speed of blockchain syncing via Cardano SL 1.3. Tests have shown wallet syncing 

occurring between 1.5 and 4 times faster, depending on the network environment. Network 

relays can now also support more users syncing at once, which will reduce congestion at busy 

times. Further, 3) adoption via Daedalus wallet and Yorio light wallet; and 4) trading due to 

exchange interface enhancements relating to support desks, usable queries, and APIs, ability 

to create and sign offline transactions, and more. This will enable higher levels of activity.

Source: https://roadmap.cardano.org/en/byron/

Shelley - the second iteration in July 2020 - had a decentralisation focus. Given Cardano is 

a Proof-of-Stake system, it needs to encourage staking for the community to secure the 

chain and optimise for equally weighted pools to enhance the distribution (decentralisation) 

of active ADA staked. The Shelley era work scope included: 1) an incentive system by 

providing appropriate rewards for operating full nodes and delegated stake to stake pools; 

2) Ouroborous Proas improved upon Ouroboros to improve security and efficiency of the 

network; 3) wallet and node design by improving UX/UI and number of use cases by changing 

the backend and frontend, which has led to more overall adoption; and 4) architecture 

improvements via network layer redesign with new networking protocols, mempool (waiting 

room for unvalidated transactions) reimplementation, code enhancements, transaction 

creation, and submission and validator generation. 

Source: https://roadmap.cardano.org/en/shelley/ 

Goguen - the third iteration underway in parallel with Shelley - focuses on smart contract 

development to improve the Cardano ecosystem. A few main developments include: 1) 

Plutus, a purpose-built smart contract development language and execution platform using 

the functional programming language Haskell; and 2) Marlowe and the Marlowe Playground 

simplifies the process of creating smart contracts for financial applications, allowing people 

with technical and non-technical backgrounds to directly contribute without requiring deep 

programming skills.

Source: https://roadmap.cardano.org/en/goguen/ 

BYRON SHELLEY GOGUEN BASHO VOLTAIRE

https://coinshares.com/
https://roadmap.cardano.org/en/byron/
https://roadmap.cardano.org/en/byron/
https://roadmap.cardano.org/en/byron/
https://roadmap.cardano.org/en/shelley/
https://docs.cardano.org/explore-cardano/cardano-architecture/overview
https://roadmap.cardano.org/en/shelley/ 
https://roadmap.cardano.org/en/goguen/
https://roadmap.cardano.org/en/goguen/ 
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Basho - the fourth interaction - is in development and focuses on scaling the protocol. The aim is 

to improve the underlying performance of the Cardano network to better support the growth and 

adoption of applications with high transaction volume. This iteration includes side chains which are 

new and separate blockchains, interoperable with the main Cardano chain, with immense potential 

to extend the capabilities of the network. Sidechains can be used as a sharding mechanism (network 

division) by off-loading work from the main chain onto a sidechain to increase the capacity of the 

network. They can also be used to introduce experimental features without affecting the security of 

the main blockchain.

Source: https://roadmap.cardano.org/en/basho/  

Voltaire - the fifth iteration - is also in development and focuses on governance. Updates include 

the introduction of a voting and treasury system and Cardano Improvement Proposals mechanism 

for the community to raise and act upon issues in the protocol. When both a voting and treasury 

system are in place, Cardano will be more decentralised and no longer under IOHK’s management. 

Instead, Cardano’s future will be in the hands of the community, who will have everything they need 

to grow and evolve Cardano. 

Source: https://roadmap.cardano.org/en/voltaire/

Although not an ‘era’, the Alonzo upgrade in September 2021 is testament to Cardano’s 

development ability and governance process preventing hard-forks and splitting communities. 

Alonzo allows Plutus code to be written and executed on-chain, which will now be the backbone of 

Cardano’s decentralised application platform. This is important because this creates a platform that 

provides a natively-ingrained smart contract language along with improved back-end infrastructure 

and tools to support smart contracts, and, therefore, decentralised applications (DApps) on Cardano.

PROTOCOL ARCHITECTURE

Node Process1,2

1. https://hydra.iohk.io/build/13094128/download/1/network-design.pdf  (pg 14)
2. https://docs.cardano.org/explore-cardano/cardano-network/networking-protocol

Mempool

Transaction submission

Block
creator

Waiting room for transactions to be validated

Nodes/Validators that validate the block 

and put it onto the chain

Contains the blockchain state across all Nodes on the network. 

Allows downstream mechanisms and process to extract data
Main node

https://coinshares.com/
https://roadmap.cardano.org/en/basho/
https://roadmap.cardano.org/en/basho/
https://roadmap.cardano.org/en/voltaire/
https://roadmap.cardano.org/en/voltaire/
https://hydra.iohk.io/build/13094128/download/1/network-design.pdf
https://docs.cardano.org/explore-cardano/cardano-network/networking-protocol
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Chain sync = continuously update previous block headers 

Block Fetch = grabs blocks to download from peers

Tx-submission = transmit transactions to nodes which then are sent to the mempoo

Header = e.g. Hash and Timestamp - both integral components for transactions to be validated

Blockdownload logic = Node can see blocks available from many immediate peers but can choose 

to download a readily available block body of interest. This saves network bandwidth

Main 
Node 

A

Main 
Node 

B

Connection between Nodes

chain-sync

block-fetch

tx-submission

headers

blockdownload logic

Core Components

Role importance

Main 
Nodes

Executing the Ouroboros protocol (consensus 
mechanism), producing, validating and relaying 
blocks, providing information about the state of 
the blockchain to other local clients

Node 
CLI

1) Query the node for information, 2) Submit 
transactions, 3) Build and sign transactions, 
4) Manage cryptographic keys

Allow for the exchange of blocks and 
transactions between nodes as part of the 
Ouroboros consensus algorithm.

Node-to-
Node IPC 
protocol

Node-to-node protocol is a composite protocol, 
consisting of three ‘mini-protocols’: 1) chain-sync: 
Used for following the chain and getting block 
headers. 2) block-fetch: Used for getting block 
bodies. 3) tx-submission: Used for forwarding 
transactions.

Allow for the exchange of blocks and 
transactions between nodes as part of the 
Ouroboros consensus algorithm.

Node-to-
Client IPC 

Node-to-client protocol consists of three mini-
protocols: 1) chain-sync: Used for following the 
chain and getting blocks, 2) local-tx-submission: 
Used for submitting transactions, 3) local-state-
query: Used for querying the ledger state

Allow local applications to interact with 
the blockchain via the node. This includes 
applications such as wallet backends or 
blockchain explorers. The node-to-client 
protocol enables these applications to access 
the raw chain data and to query the current 
ledger state. It also provides the ability to 
submit new transactions to the system

Cardano-
db-sync

The cardano node stores only the blockchain 
itself and associated information needed to 
validate the blockchain

Minimising code complexity, and reducing 
computational cost and resource use, to keep 
the node's local interfaces as minimal as 
possible and to use external clients to provide 
a variety of convenient interfaces and extra 
functionality

https://coinshares.com/
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Stake pool operator architecture is comprised of two nodes3

3. https://docs.cardano.org/getting-started/operating-a-stake-pool/node-connectivity#connectingcoreandrelaynodes

Core

CoreCore

Core

Core

Core

Core

Core

Relay

Relay

Relay

Relay

Relay

RelayRelay

Relay

Staking Distribution

Active Stake = 24.753bn
Pools = 3205

Single Pool Operators (independent operators with one pool only) that include around 22% of all 

stake pool operators with around 2188 stake pools that are individually owned. This is compared 

to Binance which operates 62 Cardano stake pools. The Single Pool Operators has a leverage 

ratio of 22.7 compared to Binance which has a leverage ratio of 28,489,018 and Avengers with 

1,445,257,660. This is a testament to the decentralisation of Cardano as it shows that these 

individual operators with their own pool (2193) control 28% of the network stake with much more 

“skin in the game”. Therefore, as a bad actor, it is much harder to coerce the network into selling, 

in order to gain 33% or 51% of the network.

SINGLE POOL 

OPERATORS (2193)

22%

BINANCE

11%

AVENGERS

6%

OTHERS

61%

Source: ADA Pools, CoinShares, data available as of close 04 May 2022

https://coinshares.com/
https://docs.cardano.org/getting-started/operating-a-stake-pool/node-connectivity#connectingcoreandrelaynode
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ADA, THE TOKEN

STRENGTHS 

Apart from Proof-of-Stake, low power consumption, seamless upgrades, interoperability, and 

scalability mechanisms and developments, Cardano has three main advantages.

First, Cardano has been designed with security as one of its founding principles. It is mostly 

written in Haskell, a functional programming language, where using pure functions is 

encouraged, which leads to a design where components are conveniently testable in isolation. 

This means that the developer spends more time developing although getting the greatest 

possible assurances that the code is bug-free and it will remain bug-free even as the program 

changes creating immutable, secure, strong, and reliable code. Haskell can develop specific 

high-load applications which are important for scaling protocol infrastructure.

Although this language is much harder and more niche than other applications such as C, C++, 

Python, and others. Cardano requires only the best programmers which will pay dividends 

reflected in the quality of the infrastructure. Employing harder language is not a downfall for 

the community as a small number of developers make the largest difference.

Metadata tells the story of a transaction. It’s a set of additional data stating certain 

transaction conditions or owner details. In smart contracts, metadata represents conditions 

under which a deal should execute. In a non-fungible token, metadata can store owner ID, 

ownership status, or intellectual rights. Transaction metadata is stored on the blockchain and 

is carried along with each transaction. The fact that it is stored on-chain, rather than being 

recorded in the ledger state, is beneficial because it does not influence transaction validation or 

compromise ledger performance.

Developers can take advantage of metadata by embedding details directly into a transaction, 

and ADA users can search for specific information in the Cardano Explorer. There are different 

kinds of metadata: 1) The actual metadata: sender and receiver identities, comments, tags; 2) 

The depth: the number of blocks under which the transaction containing the metadata should 

be stored before it is considered final; 3) The client identity: indicates the wallet to be used; 4) 

Transaction identity: this feature is useful in case of failures and restarts. It allows clients to 

re-examine previously submitted metadata.

Wallets do not retrieve metadata from each stake pool at every individual URL, as this 

could lead to malicious exploitation. For instance, third parties could slow down wallet 

communication by intentionally delaying the server’s response time - Denial of Service 

Attack. To avoid this scenario, metadata uses proxy servers that query the URL included in 

the registration certificate, and cache the metadata using the pool’s secret key. Wallets will 

simply query these proxy servers to retrieve the metadata for the pools it needs to display, 

Currency Staking

Medium of Exchange Earn Yield 
Secure Network
Delegate Stake
Run a pool
Transaction Fees

Source: CoinShares, Cardano as of 5 May 2022 

https://coinshares.com/
https://iohk.io/en/blog/posts/2020/11/03/getting-to-grips-with-metadata-on-cardano/
https://docs.cardano.org/glossary#metadata
https://iohk.io/en/blog/posts/2020/11/03/getting-to-grips-with-metadata-on-cardano/
https://docs.cardano.org/getting-started/operating-a-stake-pool/public-stake-pools
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instead of sending a request to each of the pool’s metadata URLs. If the content hash listed 

on the certificate does not match the content hash of the cached metadata, the cache will be 

invalidated.

Cardano’s layered architecture has split the computation and settlement layers. ADA exists 

on the settlement layer which is similar to Bitcoin and keeps track of transactions. And, 

the second layer is the computation layer. This layer is designed to be similar to Ethereum, 

enabling smart contracts and applications to run on the platform. Security assurances include 

a virtual machine - a set of consensus nodes and a mechanism to enable communication 

between the two chains. Further, Ouroboros, and its updates, were designed in a sufficiently 

modular fashion to support smart contract evaluation. Hence, both layers will share the same 

consensus algorithm.

Lastly, Cardano’s governance process, Cardano Improvement Proposals (CIP), similar to Bitcoin 

Improvement Proposals (BIP) and Ethereum Improvement Proposals (EIP),  launched in 2020 

and managed by The Cardano Foundation, enables participation from the Cardano community 

as ideas are vetted publicly. This shows whether it is realistically applicable to the community 

and also saves time working on proposals that are not mostly guaranteed to be accepted and 

implemented. 

A CIP begins as an idea about how to improve the Cardano network or its surrounding 

processes. After initial discussion and feedback, the idea is then formalised into a properly 

formatted proposal and submitted as a pull request to the CIP repository. Once in the 

repository (storage room for proposals), a CIP editor will assign a CIP number, select the 

appropriate CIP type (Standards, Informational, or Process), and merge the accepted draft 

CIP into the CIPs GitHub repository. Merging does not imply acceptance or agreement, merely 

the formalising of the discussion. From here, the CIP status is said to be in “Draft” mode. A 

proposed CIP (editor-approved) may progress to active only when specific criteria reflecting 

real-world adoption have been met, such as certain metrics relevant to that specific upgrade. 

The CIP process has already merged more than 30 proposals and reviewed more than 160 pull 

requests.

WEAKNESSES 

The CIP process is currently determined by five designated stewards who edit and direct 

these proposals throughout the various stages and can suggest their own revisions. These 

editors fulfil administrative and editorial responsibilities: 1) monitor CIP changes, 2) update 

CIP headers, and, 3) facilitate the CIP discussion and submission process. While this may 

make consensus much easier to achieve and prevent forks, this approach is grossly centralised 

and will affect the diversity of thought put into proposals and, therefore, the output as well. 

Further, theoretically, this leaves these proposals open for easy corruption or manipulation by 

a very small number of vested interests. 

Given that Cardano is Proof-of-Stake, it would be better to utilise ADA as a voting 

mechanism, as well as add a layer of democratisation to the governance process which 

was missing beforehand. This incentivises further staking because stake-weighted votes 

will encourage actors to control a larger amount of the network. Therefore, in turn, further 

increases the security of the network. 

This off-chain, centralised governance mechanism is in the process of being solved by Project 

Catalyst - an on-chain voting process designed to fully incentivise participation with ADA 

rewards. Its innovation program has seen over 800 projects apply for $4m-worth of funding.

https://coinshares.com/
https://why.cardano.org/en/introduction/cardano-computation-layer/
https://why.cardano.org/en/introduction/designing-in-layers/
https://cardanofoundation.org/en/news/make-it-even-better-cardanos-improvements-proposals/
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Governance Process4

4. https://developers.cardano.org/docs/governance/cardano-improvement-proposals/cip-0001/

OPPORTUNITIES 

Cardano has an emerging markets focus, specifically on Africa. One of Cardano’s strengths 

- storing metadata on the blockchain - gives citizens an economic identity. By using a 

distributed database, Cardano ensures visibility across all parties involved at every step 

(transaction) of every use case. This provides them access to luxuries and more parts of the 

financial system via things such as a passport, driver’s license, credit scores, insurance, and 

payment systems. Current legacy systems are incompatible with total globalisation which 

locks out African organisations - a problem Cardano is trying to solve.

Africa has just under 20% of the world’s population, around 1.3billion people with a 

median age of 19 years old, but outputs around 3% of total productivity. Once one person’s 

metadata is stored on the Cardano blockchain they will likely not want to change to 

another blockchain. This kind of adoption is very sticky and will drive long-term demand 

as digital identities, using metadata, can travel with them wherever they go in a secure, 

decentralised, and incorruptible way. 

One prime example is Atala PRISM - a decentralised identity solution - which records five 

million people in Ethiopia’s education system on Cardano’s blockchain to track grades and 

development, monitor attendance, and issue credentials alongside providing a web-based 

application.

This opportunity is not overstated given that Bitcoin’s Lightning Network presence is 

very small in Africa. Bitcoin’s Lightning Network capacity is only around $16,802 across 

4 countries, 17 nodes, and 73 channels (direct payment links between parties), as of 09 

May 2022. Although regional, on-chain Bitcoin transactions are very hard to measure, the 

Lightning Network utilises its own high throughput on top of a fully developed base chain 

and settlement infrastructure with proven security and decentralisation. This makes it 

tough for Cardano, however, the commercially-focused metadata blockchain makes this 

ambitious venture entirely possible.

Editor can reject 
proposal for any 
reason

1. Draft 2. Proposed 3. Active Obsolete

Revised working implementation

Rejected

Passed adoption and improvement 
criteria by editors

Author in progress of 
making the proposal 

On Hold

https://coinshares.com/
 https://developers.cardano.org/docs/governance/cardano-improvement-proposals/cip-0001/
https://1ml.com/location/africa?type=country
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THREATS

Cardano’s emphasis on slow but steady progress and development has resulted in poor 

mainnet application. A growing ecosystem creates a positive feedback loop in adoption, 

decentralisation, scalability, and security - all of which they are missing out on.

While smart contracts launched as part of the Alonzo hard fork in September 2021, Cardano 

has yet to see many Decentralised Applications (DApps) go live on its mainnet. However, in 

early January 2022, Cardano saw its first Decentralised Exchange (DEX), MuesliSwap, go live 

and the highly publicised DEX, SundaeSwap, launched a beta version on January 20th, 2022.

Another major reason for the delay of dApps is that developers were waiting for the rollout of 

the Plutus Application Backend (PAB), a sandbox environment where developers can write and 

test DApp functionality on a testnet, in advance of any full deployment on Cardano, which has 

now occurred since the Alonzo hard fork. 

COMPARISON OF SMART CONTRACT LAYER 1 PROTOCOLS 

Even though the number of projects in the ecosystem is underwhelming. Adoption of Cardano 

as a base-layer is evident in regards to metrics such as active addresses, total fees (an 

indicator of demand for transactions), transaction count, and mean transaction value, even in 

the face of dire price action. This shows demand for Cardano as a currency. 

Tezos, as a smart contract currency, is a direct competitor to Cardano as a smart contract 

currency. Cardano has a higher real yield (higher returns) with lower inflation rates, however, 

Tezos is cheaper, more adopted and more secure (higher staking percentage). In comparison 

with Solana, it is slower and less adopted, and more expensive with slightly lower staking 

ratios. Other tokens such as Cosmos (ATOM) and Polkadot (DOT) have not been compared 

because they are more synonymous with Layer 0 characteristics. 

https://coinshares.com/
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Cardano Solana Tezos

Purpose Mostly a P2P transaction 
network

Fast, cheap and censorship 
resistant blockchain to act as the 
execution layer for DeFI

Mostly a P2P transaction 
network

Consensus 
Mechanism

Proof of Stake Proof of Stake (& Proof of History) Liquid Proof of Stake

Scalability TPS = 257 
Fee per transaction = 
0.29

TPS = 2,486
 Fee per transaction = $0.00025

TPS = 100
Fee per transaction = 
0.005

Decentralisation Core teams: Cardano 
Foundation, Input-
Output Hong Kong 
(IOHK) and Emurgo

Solana Labs (over 170 people) = 
founding team (Anatoly Yakovenko, 
Greg Fitzgerald, Stephen Akridge) & 
3 other originals 

Tezos Foundation 
founded by Arthur and 
Kathleen Breitman

Security Stake pools = 3,008 Validators = 1,742 Validators = 422

Adoption Projects = 91 
Active addresses per day 
= 83k

Projects = 2775 
Active addresses per day = 83k

Projects = 135 
Active addresses per day 
=  15.961k

Stake Can either delegate stake 
to another stake (but 
will receive less rewards) 
or you can run your own 
staking pool 
Staking yield =  4.73% 
Active staking = 71.9% 

Can either delegate stake to 
another stake and lock up your 
supply (however, stakers can still 
split their stake between validators) 
or run your own pool
Staking yield =  6.07% 
Active staking = 76.2% 

Can either delegate to 
another validator (Baker) 
or validate on your own. 
However, the delegated 
stake is still liquid (not 
locked), and, hence, ‘liquid 
proof of stake
Staking yield =  6.06% 
Active staking = 75.88% 

Tokenomics Circulating supply = 33.8b 
(75%) 
Annual inflation = 1.7%

Circulating supply = 334.2m (64.2%) 
Annual inflation = 4.63%

Circulating supply = 
824,336,852 
Annual inflation =4.88%

Source: ADAPools, CoinMetrics, Cardano Developers, ADAStat, Cardano Ambassador, Solana, Solana Beach, SolScan, Tezos, Open 
Tezos, TzStats, TzKT as at 5 May 2022 -- Disclaimer: A large majority of Solana’s TPS contain consensus vote    

MARKET PARTICIPANTS 

The demand for crypto and its subsequent price action has mostly stemmed from the increase in 

investor risk tolerance, search for yield, and speculation. As well as increased knowledge and curiosity, 

Crypto’s value-locked and potential for this industry as a whole. There are approximately 303 markets 

to buy ‘spot’ ADA and 34 accessible derivative markets of ADA ‘perpetuals’ and ‘futures’.5

Cardano is widely traded and highly liquid partly because of its large market cap (7th largest non-

stablecoin as of 5 May 2022) because of its huge circulating supply stemming from a large genesis 

mint. As Cardano continues to improve and update; developments in the ecosystem increase and 

its very loyal community stands strong, you could see these components be reflected in the price 

action as Hedge Funds, Asset Managers, High Net Worth Individuals, and Institutions enter the 

market and diversify or allocate into this area. Consolidating it as a time-served asset and currency, 

and its standing within the top 10 largest digital assets. 

5. https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/cardano/markets/

https://coinshares.com/
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/cardano/markets/
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    Value Transfer Per Day (USD) / Market Cap (LHS)

    ADA Price (USD) (RHS)

    ADA Valuation of Active Monthly Addresses (LHS)

    ETH Valuation of Active Monthly Addresses (LHS)

    ETH Monthly Active Addresses (RHS)

    ADA Monthly Active Addresses (RHS)

Valuation for Daily Transfers 

Source: CoinMetrics, CoinShares data available as of close 05 May 2022

Valuation of Monthly Active Addresses 

Source: CoinMetrics, CoinShares data available as of close 05 May 2022
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Disclosure

The information contained in this document is for general information only. Nothing in this 

document should be interpreted as constituting an offer of (or any solicitation in connection 

with) any investment products or services by any member of the CoinShares Group where it 

may be illegal to do so. Access to any investment products or services of the CoinShares Group 

is in all cases subject to the applicable laws and regulations relating thereto.

This document is directed at professional and institutional investors. Investments may go up 

or down in value and you may lose some or all of the amount invested. Past performance is not 

necessarily a guide to future performance. This document contains historical data. Historical 

performance is not an indication of future performance and investments may go up and down 

in value. You cannot invest directly in an index. Fees and expenses have not been included. 

Although produced with reasonable care and skill, no representation should be taken as having 

been given that this document is an exhaustive analysis of all of the considerations which its 

subject-matter may give rise to.This document fairly represents the opinions and sentiments 

of CoinShares, as at the date of its issuance but it should be noted that such opinions and 

sentiments may be revised from time to time, for example in light of experience and further 

developments, and this document may not necessarily be updated to reflect the same.

The information presented in this document has been developed internally and / or obtained 

from sources believed to be reliable; however, CoinShares does not guarantee the accuracy, 

adequacy or completeness of such information. Predictions, opinions and other information 

contained in this document are subject to change continually and without notice of any 

kind and may no longer be true after the date indicated. Third party data providers make 

no warranties or representation of any kind in relation to the use of any of their data in this 

document. CoinShares does not accept any liability whatsoever for any direct, indirect or 

consequential loss arising from any use of this document or its contents.

Any forward-looking statements speak only as of the date they are made, and CoinShares 

assumes no duty to, and does not undertake, to update forward-looking statements. Forward-

looking statements are subject to numerous assumptions, risks and uncertainties, which 

change over time. Nothing within this document constitutes (or should be construed as being) 

investment, legal, tax or other advice. This document should not be used as the basis for any 

investment decision(s) which a reader thereof may be considering. Any potential investor in 

digital assets, even if experienced and affluent, is strongly recommended to seek independent 

financial advice upon the merits of the same in the context of their own unique circumstances.

This document is directed at, and only made available to, professional clients and eligible 

counterparties. For UK investors: CoinShares Capital Markets (UK) Limited is an appointed 

representative of Strata Global Limited which is authorised and regulated by the Financial 

Conduct Authority (FRN 563834). The address of CoinShares Capital Markets (UK) Limited is 

82 Baker Street, London, W1U 6TE. For EU investors: Napoleon AM (napoleon-am.com) is a 

French asset management company regulated by the Autorité des Marchés Financiers (AMF), 

registered under number GP-19000015 since 27/03/2019. Its office is located at 11 rue Paul 

Lelong, 75002 Paris, France.

The CoinShares Astronaut is a trademark and service mark of CoinShares (Holdings) Limited.

Copyright © 2022 CoinShares. All rights reserved. 

https://coinshares.com/
mailto:http://napoleon-am.com/?subject=
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